
Flash with confidenceFlash with confidence

VACUUM ASSISTED TECHNOLOGY
FOR FASTER, SAFER & PAIN-FREE
IPL SHR HAIR REMOVAL &
SKIN REJUVENATION

ARTG LISTED



·  Super fast hair removal

·  Pigmentation

·  Sun damage

·  Rosacea

·  Acne scarring

·  Freckles

·  Vascular lesions

·  Photo rejuvenation

·  RF skin tightening

We bring you the latest and best 
technology on the market.

An SHR, BBL device with pure 
sapphire hand pieces for more 

stable power output and precise 
treatment.

We truly are “Best In Class”

•••

The gift of beautiful skin



Our Radio Frequency Skin Tightening uses the perfect power output Radio 
Frequency energy, it is emitted from the Medi Pulse PRO XL device in the 
correct amount and it safely heats up the superficial layers of your skin.

By heating your skin, the treatment causes some of your old collagen and 
elastin fibres to be broken down, stimulating your body to produce new, 
stronger collagen fibres. The Skin Tightening treatment helps your body to 
replenish fresh new collagen. This helps to firm and tighten your skin, 
giving you a younger, fresher looking appearance.

Following a course of Radio Frequency Skin Tightening treatments, you’ll 
notice tighter, firmer skin and a fresher appearance. Our Radio Frequency 
is suitable for use on a wide range of areas, including a Skin Tightening 
Facial for your face, neck, décolletage and eyes.

This skin tightening treatment can also be used on areas of your body 
including your stomach, thighs and even your hands.

Radio Frequency Skin Tightening facial and body treatments are painless, 
effective and safe. RF is a popular choice for people looking for a pain-free 
experience with great results.

On the body it can treat:

•  Sagging or bulging skin

•  Loose skin

•  The appearance of cellulite

On the face it can treat:

•  Sagging face skin and neck skin

•  Loose jowls

•  Lack of definition in the jaw line

•  Wrinkles and fine lines

•  Lack of definition in the lips

RADIO FREQUENCY 

We usually recommend a course of 6-8 Radio Frequency Skin 
Tightening treatments, spaced 1-2 weeks apart for the best 
results. Results start to show once your body has had time to 
regenerate some of your collagen, usually towards the end of your 
course and will continue to improve for around 8 weeks when the 
full results can be seen.

How it works

The benefits

Which areas can be treated?
Recommended treatment course



Our hand pieces have pure sapphire tips NOT glass or crystal. Pure sapphire 
has a much higher light transmission than glass. For example if you set the 
energy to 10J/cm you will get 10J/cm, whereas with glass you are more likely to 
actually get 5J/cm with the same settings. Our Filters also are Pure Sapphire.

By using the vacuum suction technology we can gently pull the skin in closer to 
the energy source, melanocytes are spread apart and blood flow is constricted 
allowing to target the follicle more precisely. We are using much less fluency 
which in turn makes treatment safer with less sessions and more effective hair 
removal.

Handpieces

You want to be able to get the most from your IPL SHR device. We give you a 
choice between different wavelengths to target different skin conditions, as well 
as hair removal. For example a 430nm filter is great for treating acne, whereas 
a 690nm filter is perfect for permanent hair reduction. 

Filters allow you greater flexibility with treating different skin types, so for the HR 
(Hair Removal SHR) hand piece we also have a 750 filter for quite darker skin 
tones. 

For the SR (Skin Rejuvenation) hand piece however we do need different filters 
to tackle different diseases which use different wavelengths to break down 
melanin in the skin, eliminating pigmentation, discolouration, smoothing out skin 
tone, redness, broken capillaries, also calming and repairing acneic skin. 

* Please make sure when choosing your device to check your warranty! Not only 
on your device but also your hand pieces. Make sure the company you choose 
offers at least 300,000 shot warranty… we do… 

Our hand pieces can reach up to 1 million shots.

Filters

How vacuum assisted technology works

HAIR REMOVAL & SKIN REJUVENATION



Quality in a product is not only what you put into it. 

It is what the customer gets out of it.

Soma devices are made with the highest quality 
engineering working together with Germany, Korea, 
Japan the USA and proudly designed in Australia for 
fantastic durability. 

The new technology in this device is seriously 
unsurpassed. Filter changing is a thing of the past! 
Everything is programmed for you. In-built filters means 
more stable power output. Your treatments will blow you 
away.

Strong, smart, beautiful, a device you can count on for 
years to come.

Unmatched, inc omparable device  made wit h 
t he t herapist in mind

~ Soma Lasers Australia

Warranty
We back up our promise at Soma Lasers Australia, with 
a 2 year warranty on all our new medical aesthetic 
devices.

Mar ket ing
This is a BIG one! What’s the point of investing in new 
technology for your salon or clinic, if you’re not attracting 
any clients? Some of the biggest concerns we hear is 1) 
How can I feel certain that I will make my money back 
and 2) I don’t know what to post on social media. This is 
why Soma Lasers Australia INT sets you up with a great 
kick-start on your marketing! $2000 Free Marketing 
Campaign! We guarantee you customers!

YES! We offer you a complete package because we 
know how daunting it is to set up a successful 
business!!!

Medi-Pulse PRO XL Specifications

Model Name   Medi-Pulse PRO XL

Spectrum    HR 610-1200nm
    PR 560-1200nm
    SR 530-1200nm
    AR 430-1200nm
    VR 585-1200nm

SHR Hand Piece Energy Density ≤ 50J/cm2

SHR Hand Piece Spot Size  8mm x 40mm

HR Vacuum Spot Size  8mm x 40mm

1st pulse width   0.1-10ms
Sub pulse width

1st pulse interval   0.1-20ms
Sub pulse interval

Pulse Number   1-5T

Cooling Mode   Air + water + semi-conductor

RF Power    5-50W

RF Frequency   2.64Mhz

RF Time    0.1-20s

RF Treatment Tips   25mm & 45mm

Power Supply   AC110/220V ± 10% 50-60Hz

Package Dimensions  141.5cm x 73cm x 50cm

Insurance Specifications  5A-6A

Gross Weight   56kg

Our demonstration suite is situated at:

M: +61 403 744 648 

W: www.somalasersaus.com.au3/10 Atherton Road, Oakleigh Vic 3166

E: support@somalasersaus.com.au


